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Critical gradient formula for toroidal electron temperature gradient modes
F. Jenko, W. Dorland,a) and G. W. Hammettb)

Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, 85748 Garching, Germany

~Received 9 March 2001; accepted 18 June 2001!

Under certain conditions, the electron heat transport induced by electron temperature gradient
~ETG! streamers is sufficiently large and sensitive with respect to the normalized electron
temperature gradient to represent a possible cause for electron temperature profile consistency
~‘‘stiffness’’ !. Here, linear gyrokinetic simulations of toroidal ETG modes in tokamak core and edge
plasmas are presented. An algebraic formula for the threshold of the linear instability is derived from
the numerical solutions of the linear gyrokinetic equations which recovers previous analytical
results in the appropriate limits. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations have sho
that hyperfine-scale turbulence~at perpendicular spatia
scales comparable to or smaller than the ion gyrorad!
driven by electron temperature gradient~ETG! modes can
yield electron heat flux levels which greatly exceed sim
mixing length estimates.1,2 This surprising finding is linked
to the presence of radially highly elongated vortic
~‘‘streamers’’! which lead to very efficient turbulent convec
tion down the gradient. Furthermore, under typical tokam
core conditions one can expect the linear critical tempera
gradient and the streamer onset condition to be almost
same.3 ~This is not the case, however, for plasmas with ne
tive shear or steep gradient regions.! ETG streamers may
therefore play a role in explaining the ‘‘stiffness’’ ofTe pro-
files that is observed in many experiments. This term is u
to describe the fact thatTe profiles sometimes do not rea
much to a substantial increase in the applied heating po
~and corresponding radial heat flux!. A sharp increase of the
turbulent electron heat flux with increasing normalizedTe

gradient as observed in Ref. 3 could be consistent with
experimental observation. Given the possible relevance
the linear threshold of toroidal ETG modes, we perform
large number of linear gyrokinetic simulations to study
dependence on various plasma parameters, and find a
pact algebraic formula. We discuss the results with respec
previous analytical results and to experimental observatio

Note that for sufficiently flat density profiles, trappe
electron modes~TEMs! also exhibit a linear threshold an
are therefore capable of producingTe profile stiffness.3 In
the presence oftwo critical Te gradients~from both ETG
modes and TEMs!, the mode with the smaller value o
(R/LTe

)crit may be the most interesting. Here, however,
restrict our attention to the linear ETG threshold. The stu
of the linear TEM threshold will be the subject of anoth
paper.

a!University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742.
b!Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University, P.O. Box

Princeton, New Jersey 08543.
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In the linear, electrostatic, adiabatic limit, ETG mod
and ion temperature gradient~ITG! modes are basically iso
morphic, i.e., known ITG results can be turned into ET
results ~and vice versa! by switching the role of ions and
electrons. However, there are a number of effects in wh
these two modes differ even linearly:~1! nonadiabatic effects
~ITG, trapped and passing electron dynamics on similar p
pendicular scales; ETG, ion dynamics on larger perpend
lar scales!, ~2! electromagnetic effects~the collisionless skin
depth lies between the electron and ion gyroradius for typ
tokamak parameters!, and~3! Debye shielding effects which
can stabilize the ETG mode if the electron Debye lengthlDe

exceeds the electron gyroradiusre ~see the correspondin
remarks in Ref. 1!. Nonadiabatic and electromagnetic effec
will be addressed below, whereas Debye shielding effe
will be neglected since in generallDe/re'BT /ne19

1/2&1
~whereBT is the toroidal magnetic field in units of Tesla an
ne19 is the electron density in units of 1019m23!. Debye
shielding effects therefore play a small role except close
the edge where the density is very low and the profile gra
ents are very steep so that the linear poloidal wave-num
spectrum is shifted to larger values where it is more susc
tible to Debye length effects. However, in deriving our cri
cal gradient formula for ETG modes, we will focus on sta
dard core parameters for which the linear ETG threshold
expected to be most relevant.

II. LINEAR GYROKINETIC SIMULATIONS: CRITICAL
GRADIENTS

To investigate the dependence of the critical gradient
toroidal ETG modes on various plasma parameters, we
ploy a linear gyrokinetic code,GS2.4 It solves the gyroki-
netic Vlasov–Maxwell equations5,6 and includes both pass
ing and trapped particles, electromagnetic effects, as we
a Lorentz collision operator. AlthoughGS2 is designed to
work in general tokamak geometry, we will focus mainly o
a large aspect ratio, circular flux surface magnetohydro

1,
6 © 2001 American Institute of Physics

P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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namic model equilibrium7 which is characterized by mag
netic shear,ŝ, and the normalized pressure gradient,a.

We consider a plasma consisting of electrons and one
species of chargeZi . Thus, the relevant physical paramete
~besidesŝ and a! are the normalized electron and ion tem
perature gradients,R/LTe

andR/LTi
, the normalized density

gradient,R/Ln , the electron to ion temperature ratio,Te /Ti ,
the ion to electron mass ratio,mi /me , the total plasma beta
b58pp/B2, the safety factor,q, and the normalized
electron–ion collision frequency,neiR/v te . Here, normal-
ized gradients are defined byR/LT[2(R/T)(dT/dr) where
R is the major radius. The quantityv te is the thermal electron
velocity, v te

2 5Te /me . Whenever we vary one of these p
rameters, it is assumed that we hold the rest of them fix
This means, e.g., that we will varyR/Ln at constantR/LTe

and not at constanthe5Ln /LTe
. For ETG modes at perpen

dicular spatial scales smaller than the ion gyroradius,
gyrokinetic Poisson’s equation yields an adiabatic ion
sponse which leads toñe /ne52t(eF/Te) where t
5Zi(Te /Ti). Note that in the presence of additional impuri
ion species one hast5(Te /ne)(snsZs

2/Ts where the sum-
mation is over all ion species. This expression reducest
5Zeff(Te/Ti) if the temperatures of all ion species are co
parable~which is usually the case!. ThereforeZi ~or Zeff! and
Te /Ti enter our standard one-species, adiabatic ion runs
as the combinationt, andR/LTi

is irrelevant. Below, we will
find that linear nonadiabatic ion effects on ETG modes
indeed negligible. Our nominal core parameters are given
q51.4, ŝ50.8, R/Ln52.2, t51, b5a5nei50; our nomi-
nal edge parameters are the same exceptR/Ln510, ŝ51,
and q52. Unless otherwise noted, we use either of th
parameter sets below.

The method used to derive critical gradients for a
given set of parameters is as follows. We generally cho
kx50 ~i.e., the ballooning parameteru050! and a set ofky’s
~poloidal wave numbers! in the region of the fastest growin
linear ETG modes@for nominal parameters, (kyre)

max;0.3#.
Then we varyR/LTe

and find the linear growth rates as
function ofR/LTe

for each value ofky . Linear extrapolation
and subsequent minimization over allky’s yields the final
result, (R/LTe

)crit . This procedure was followed for mor
than 100 points in parameter space~listed in Appendix A!,
mostly varying individual parameters around the base c
values. The numerical parameters~particularly the time step
the box size and the number of grid points in the para
direction! were checked regularly to ensure numerical co
vergence. The influence of modes with a finite value for
ballooning parameteru0 has been documented in Append
B. It is found to be fairly weak for parameters close to t
base case.

A. t variation

In the electrostatic and adiabatic limit, the linear dyna
ics of ETG modes bear strong resemblance to those of
temperature gradient~ITG! modes, with the roles of elec
trons and ions reversed. Therefore one expects increast
to have a stabilizing effect on ETG modes sinceTe /Ti has a
destabilizing effect on ITG modes.8,9 As is shown in Fig. 1,
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(R/LTe
)crit depends strongly ont and can be characterize

very well by a linear function, (R/LTe
)crit52.2512.33t. Us-

ing ŝ50.4 instead of the nominal value ofŝ50.8 leads to a
similar result, (R/LTe

)crit51.9212.00t. Since many dis-
charges used for studyingTe profile stiffness involve domi-
nant electron heating which lead tot@1 in the core plasma
this result is crucial to a correct interpretation of experime
tal data. It basically tells us that we need to know theTi and
Zeff profiles in addition to theTe profile in order to make
statements about the role of ETG modes in a particular
charge. It is clear that if there are large error bars inTi and
Zeff , then it is impossible to calculate (R/LTe

)crit with preci-
sion.

B. Magnetic shear variation

A second important quantity is the magnetic shear
rameter,ŝ[(r /q)(dq/dr). It is known that magnetic shea
has a stabilizing effect on many microinstabilities, includi
ITG and ETG modes.11 Therefore increasing magnetic she
is expected to lead to a larger value of (R/LTe

)crit . This trend
is clearly observed in Fig. 2, whereŝ has been varied be
tween 0.2 and 3. Note that for small values ofŝ, the mode

FIG. 1. Dependence of the threshold value (R/LTe
)crit , on t5Zeff(Te /Ti),

for the nominal core parameters.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the linear threshold (R/LTe
)crit , on magnetic shear,

ŝ, for the nominal core parameters.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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structure becomes very extended along the magnetic
lines as can be seen in Fig. 3. As is shown in Ref. 3,
linear threshold is not relevant for negative shear since
streamer onset condition and the linear threshold (R/LTe

)crit

do not coincide; hence we do not consider weak or nega
magnetic shear here.

C. q variation

Very closely related toŝ is the safety factor~inverse
rotational transform! q. In a simple sheared slab model, th
two quantities enter only in the combinationŝ/q5R/Ls ,
where Ls is the magnetic shear length. Some of this s
physics is expected and observed to carry over to the toro
system. Since above we have obtained a fairly strongŝ de-
pendence, we expect a similar finding for (R/LTe

)crit as a
function of q. The result is plotted in Fig. 4. Note that fo
q→`, i.e., in the local limit, the critical gradient approach
a finite value. The eigenmodes are then characterized
very pronounced ballooning structure which justifies the
cal approximation. Forq*2, (R/LTe

)crit is hardly affected by
changes inq; for q&2, it increases strongly with decreasin
q. This behavior is roughly consistent with (R/LTe

)crit de-

FIG. 3. Electrostatic potential,F, as a function of the poloidal angle,u, for
the nominal core parameters exceptŝ50.2.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the linear threshold (R/LTe
)crit , on the safety factor,

q, for the nominal core parameters.
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pending primarily on the combinationŝ/q ~Refs. 10 and 11!
although we find that toroidal effects~discussed in Sec. III B!
can give a stronger dependence onq at low ŝ than this indi-
cates.

D. RÕL n variation

Many analytic formulas for (R/LTe
)crit in the literature

focus on R/Ln dependence and get expressions of
form8,12–16 (R/LTe

)crit5max@A8,B8(R/Ln)# where 2.5&A8

&5 and 2/3&he
crit5B8&1. Our linear gyrokinetic results ar

depicted in Fig. 5. They can be well described by this gene
formula if one setsA854.5 andhe

crit50.8. Note that the
nominal value,R/Ln52.2, lies well within the flat density
profile region of Fig. 5 in which the variation of the critica
gradient is fairly small. Therefore all the parameter dep
dencies of (R/LTe

)crit found above correspond to variation

of A8. In order to examine the sensitivity ofhe
crit with re-

spect to the other parameters, we choose an ‘‘edge’’ refere
point which is characterized by our standard parameters
ceptR/Ln510, ŝ51, andq52. The results for the variation
of t, ŝ, andq are displayed in Figs. 6, 7, and 8, respective
Note that for a wide range of parameters,he

crit indeed falls

FIG. 5. Dependence of the linear threshold (R/LTe
)crit , on the normalized

density gradient,R/Ln , for the nominal core parameters.

FIG. 6. Dependence of the linear threshold,he
crit , on t5Zeff(Te /Ti), for the

nominal edge parameters.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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into the range 2/3&he
crit&1 as suggested by the analytic

expressions referred to above. In particular, in the highq
limit, he

crit→2/3.

E. Finite b effects

In the low b limit, there are two linear finiteb effects
which can affect the critical gradient for ETG modes, nam
magnetic field line fluctuations~finite b effects on the dy-
namics! and Shafranov shift~finite b effects on the equilib-
rium!. The influence of these two effects is shown in Figs
and 10. Whereas magnetic field line fluctuations are sligh
destabilizing, finitea52q2R db/dr has more of an impac
on (R/LTe

)crit . However, for typical core plasmas witha
!1, Shafranov shift corrections to the critical gradient ge
erally can be ignored. Moreover, taking finitea effects into
account would introduce rather complicated interdepend
cies with other geometric parameters~like ŝ! which are hard
to capture in a simple algebraic expression.

F. Nonadiabatic ion effects

All the above simulations used the adiabatic ion appro
mation which corresponds to the limitmi /me→` ~for t

FIG. 7. Dependence of the linear threshold,he
crit , on magnetic shear,ŝ, for

the nominal edge parameters.

FIG. 8. Dependence of the linear threshold,he
crit , on the safety factor,q, for

the nominal edge parameters.
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;1!. To explore the influence of nonadiabatic ion effects,
performed two-species simulations and varied the ion
electron mass ratio between 100 and 10 000 for bothR/LTi

50 and R/LTi
55 ~see, respectively, the solid and dash

lines in Fig. 11!. For realistic mass ratios (mi /me*2000) we
observe no ion mass dependence, and the impact ofR/LTi

on
(R/LTe

)crit is negligible.

G. Collisionality effects

The influence of collisions on the linear threshold
shown in Fig. 12. Here, the normalized electron–ion co
sion frequency is given by

neiR/v te5~6.931025!lRmne19Te,keV
22 , ~1!

wherel is the Coulomb parameter. The major radiusR, the
electron densityne , and the electron temperatureTe are
given in units of m, 1019m23, and keV, respectively. Fo
typical tokamak core parameters,l;15, Rm;1, ne19&10,
Te,keV*1, we haveneiR/v te&0.01, i.e., there is practically
no collisional correction to the linear threshold (R/LTe

)crit .
This result is, of course, not surprising, given the extrem

FIG. 9. Dependence of the linear threshold (R/LTe
)crit , on the normalized

~total! plasma pressure,b, for the nominal core parameters.

FIG. 10. Dependence of the linear threshold (R/LTe
)crit , on the normalized

~total! plasma pressure gradient,a, for the nominal core parameters.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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fast electron dynamics. We also checked the impact
electron–ion collisions on ETG modes for typical edge p
rameters which was found to be small despite the somew
larger values ofneiR/v te .

III. CRITICAL GRADIENT FORMULA

A. Circular flux surfaces and large aspect ratio

Before condensing the above results into a compact
mula, we consider them in relation to previous analyti
results. Like the ITG mode, the ETG mode exists both in
toroidal and in a slab-like version. The toroidal ETG mode
destabilized by the electron~“B and curvature! drift reso-
nance and is subject to a critical value ofR/LTe

, whereas the
slab-like ETG mode is driven by the electron transit re
nance and is subject to a criticalLs /LTe

whereLs is the shear
length. ~Both statements are only valid in the flat dens
profile limit; otherwise there exists a criticalhe5Ln /LTe

.!
The transition region between two regimes is thus charac
ized byR/Ls;1 or ŝ/q;1 and the toroidal and slab limit
correspond toŝ/q!1 andŝ/q@1, respectively. Note that fo
kiqR/ ŝ;1 andk're;1, ŝ/q;kiv te /vDe is an estimate of

FIG. 11. Dependence of the linear threshold (R/LTe
)crit , on the ion to elec-

tron mass ratio,mi /me , for the nominal core parameters;R/LTi
50 ~solid

line! andR/LTi
55 ~dashed line!.

FIG. 12. Dependence of the linear threshold (R/LTe
)crit , on the normalized

electron–ion collision frequency,neiR/v te , for the nominal core parameters
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the ratio between the electron transit frequency and the e
tron drift frequency. In the low and highŝ/q limits, previous
analytical results by Romanelli8 as well as by Hahm and
Tang10 read, respectively,

~R/LTe
!crit5A~11t!, A54/3 ~2!

and

~Ls /LTe
!crit5B~11t!, B53/2~p/2!1/2'1.88, ~3!

where the appropriate change fromTi /Te ~in the original
ITG formulas! to t5ZeffTe/Ti has been made. Romanelli fo
cussed on the electron drift resonance and used the ‘‘cons
energy resonance’’ ~CER! approximation,12 v'

2 12v i
2

→4/3(v'
2 1v i

2), whereas Hahm neglected it altogether a
focussed on the electron transit resonance instead. Other
lytical approaches13,14 obtained slightly larger values forA
~A;1.45 instead ofA54/3! and did not include thet de-
pendence. In the“B approximation,12 v'

2 12v i
2→2v'

2 , one
getsA52; fluid simulations15 yield A51.7– 2.5. Our linear
gyrokinetic simulations agree very well with the Romanell
CER result in the highq limit; i.e., we findA51.34 for our
standard parameters withq5200 instead ofq51.4. From a
database of more than 100 linear gyrokinetic simulation
sults for (R/LTe

)crit ~see Appendix A!, a least-squares fit fo
the linear threshold of toroidal ETG modes is

~R/LTe
!crit5max$~11t!~A1Bŝ/q!,CR/Ln%,

A'1.33, B'1.91, C'0.8, ~4!

which in the flat density profile limit is a linear combinatio
of the Romanelli and Hahm–Tang formulas. This formu
fits database points with an error bar of 3s520% ~see Fig.
13!. It has been derived for 0<t<5, 0.2< ŝ<3, 0.5<q, 0
&ŝ/q&2, a&0.1, and arbitraryR/Ln , and is naturally ex-
pected to work best near the nominal values,t51, ŝ50.8,
q51.4, anda50. Note that (R/LTe

)crit does not depend on
b, a, mi /me , R/LTi

, or nei .
However, one caution is that Fig. 13 primarily represe

variations of one parameter at a time around two base c
~representing the core or edge!. A few multiple parameter

FIG. 13. Linear thresholds (R/LTe
)crit* , according to Eq.~4! as a function of

the linear thresholds (R/LTe
)crit

GK , obtained from linear gyrokinetic simula
tions.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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scans have been done, but not extensively, and there
some corners of parameter space where the gyrokinetic c
cal gradient may deviate more strongly from the simple f
mulas given here. In particular, one might expect there to
some stabilization at lowq even at low magnetic shear~since
lowering q corresponds to reducing the connection len
between the bad and good curvature regions!, which is not
adequately represented by this formula which depends oq
only through the combinationŝ/q. For example, atŝ50.2,
q50.9, R/Ln52.2, and t51, the gyrokinetic code finds
(R/LTe

)crit54.4, about 25% above the value of 3.5 given
Eq. ~4!. This difference is amplified by finite aspect ratio:
e5r /R051/6, ŝ50.2, q50.9, R/Ln52.2, andt51, the gy-
rokinetic code gives (R/LTe

)crit , about 50% above the valu
of 2.6 predicted by Eq.~6! below. This low shear, lowq
regime may be important in the core region of some to
maks, but it would require more work to fully parameteri
this complicated interaction between theq, ŝ and aspect ratio
dependencies.

Despite that, Eq.~4! turns out to be better, simpler, an
more general than an ETG version of the original Instit
for Fusion Studies–Princeton Plasma Physics Labora
~IFS–PPPL! critical gradient formula.17 We modified the
IFS–PPPL ITG formula by considering theZeff51 limit, re-
definingt, and exchanging the roles ofR/LTe

andR/LTi
. ~It

is not easy to modify the later version of the IFS–PP
model,18 because that model attempted to take fuller acco
of trapped electron and impurity ion effects, which have
counterpart in the ETG system.! The solid line in Fig. 14
represents a direct comparison of the modified formula w
our database. Since the range of validity of the IFS–PP
formula is restricted to 0.5<t<4, 0.5< ŝ<2, 0.7<q<8, 0
<R/Ln<6, some of our datapoints lie outside this regi
and are symbolized by stars instead of squares. Even
restricted comparison is inappropriate, however, since
runs in our database were carried out in the large aspect
limit, while the IFS–PPPL formulas are based on runs t

FIG. 14. Linear thresholds (R/LTe
)crit

IP , according to the ETG version of th
IFS–PPPL critical gradient formula~Ref. 17! as a function of the linear
thresholds (R/LTe

)crit
GK , obtained from linear gyrokinetic simulations. Sta

symbolize data points outside the range of validity of the IFS–PPPL
mula. The dashed line represents the finitee5r /R0 correction~see text and
Appendix C!.
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were carried out in a more realistic local equilibrium mod
with a range of 0.1,e,0.3. ~See Sec. III B and Appendix C
for more discussion of this issue.! For the present cases, th
difference results in an average 16% reduction in the p
dicted threshold, shown by the dashed line in Fig. 14. O
should compare the fit of the data indicated by open squ
to this dashed line with the fit in Fig. 13. The new formu
fits a wider region of parameter space with 50% less sca

B. Noncircular flux surfaces and finite aspect ratio

Since the above results were based on aŝ–a model
equilibrium which assumes circular flux surfaces and a v
large aspect ratio, the applicability of Eq.~4! to experiment is
fairly limited. Most present-day and future tokamaks ha
shaped equilibria and an aspect ratio of 3 or less. There
we performed additional linear gyrokinetic simulations e
ploying a local representation of shaped tokamak equilibr19

in order to generalize Eq.~4!. Here, the flux surface shape
specified by elongation,k, and triangularity,d, via

R~u!/R0511e cos~u1d sinu!, Z~u!/R05ke sinu,
~5!

where R0 is the major radius of the flux surface ande
5r /R0 . We verified that fore→0 theŝ–a model results are
recovered. With increasinge we observe a substantial de
crease of (R/LTe

)crit as can be seen in Fig. 15. For param
eters different than our nominal core parameters~e.g., choos-
ing ŝ50.4 or ŝ51.2 instead ofŝ50.8!, we get the same
answer within a few percent. Therefore we introduce a fin
e correction factor for 0<e&0.3,

~R/LTe
!crit5max$~11t!~1.3311.91ŝ/q!

3~121.5e!,0.8R/Ln%, ~6!

which shows that finite aspect ratio effects can be qu
important. They can be understood qualitatively in t
following way. For toroidal ETG modes with a pronounce
ballooning mode structure, what primarily matters is t
local value of the major radius at the outboa
midplane,Rloc . SinceRloc5R(u50)5(11e)R0 , we there-
fore have (R/LTe

)crit[(R0 /LTe
)crit'(12e)(Rloc /LTe

)crit

r-

FIG. 15. Dependence of the linear threshold (R/LTe
)crit , on the normalized

minor radius,e5r /R0 , for the nominal core parameters.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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'(12e)(R/LTe
)crit,e50 , in rough agreement with Eq.~6!.

Such a finite aspect ratio correction was also included in
IFS–PPPL models.17,18 Its importance was confirmed b
Reddet al.20

Finally, we sete51/6 and vary elongation,k, and trian-
gularity, d. The results are shown in Figs. 16 and 17, resp
tively. Whereasd ~and its radial variation! has a negligible
effect on the linear threshold, the impact ofk ~and its radial
variation! is moderate and can be cast into the form@1
10.3e(dk/de)#. Note that thek effect is mainly due to its
radial variationdk/de which we took to be equal to (k
21)/e ~assuming a linear dependence ofk on e!. Thedirect
impact ofk is rather weak. We also did some scans vary
the Shafranov shift gradient]R0 /]r over the modest rang
of 0 to 20.3, but found only a relatively weak 10% variatio
in (R/LTe

)crit , and so we have neglected it in our formula

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Based on comprehensive linear toroidal gyrokine
simulations, we have derived the following formula for th
linear threshold of toroidal ETG modes:

FIG. 16. Dependence of the linear threshold (R/LTe
)crit , on the elongation,

k, for the nominal core parameters excepte51/6. The solid~dashed! line
represents a variation of bothk anddk/de5(k21)/e ~only k!.

FIG. 17. Dependence of the linear threshold (R/LTe
)crit , on the triangular-

ity, d, for the nominal core parameters excepte51/6. The solid~dashed!
line represents a variation of bothd anddd/de5d/e ~only d!.
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~R/LTe
!crit5max$~11t!~1.3311.91ŝ/q!~121.5e!

3@110.3e~dk/de!#,0.8R/Ln%. ~7!

This expression is an improvement over the ETG version
the IFS–PPPL critical gradient formula and reduces to p
vious analytical results by Romanelli8 and by Hahm and
Tang10 in the appropriate limits. It is expected to be app
cable to standard tokamak core plasmas, providedŝ*0.2 and
a&0.1. Note, however, that finite aspect ratio effects a
strong plasma shaping may lead to larger deviations of
gyrokinetic results from Eq.~7! than those shown in Fig. 13
for the large aspect ratio, circular flux surface limit.

It is important to keep in mind that one does not exp
advanced tokamak discharges~due to very weak or negative
magnetic shear! and tokamak edge plasmas~due to steep
profile gradients! to reflect the linear threshold of ETG
modes.3 In these cases, the streamer onset condition and
linear instability threshold do not coincide and the syst
may deviate substantially from marginality. Therefore w
have not attempted to extend Eq.~7! into the negative mag-
netic shear region.

The ETG threshold is highly sensitive tot5ZeffTe/Ti .
Therefore, to investigate electron heat transport by E
modes, it is crucial to know not only theTe profile, but also
theTi andZeff profiles. The other important quantities~char-
acterizing the magnetic field geometry! are ŝ/q, e, and
dk/de. The remaining plasma parameters have less imp
on the ETG critical gradient.

Turbulence associated with trapped electron mode
likely also to be important in experiments, both for electr
thermal and particle transport, as has been shown.21 We have
not addressed the threshold conditions for these modes h

In the large aspect ratio and low beta limit, Eq.~7! for
ETG modes can also be applied to ITG modes with an
propriate redefinition oft. For Te;Ti andZeff;1 ~which is
the standard scenario for a tokamak reactor! one finds
(R/LTi

)crit;(R/LTe
)crit ; i.e., ITG and ETG critical gradients

almost coincide. In addition, it is often hard in this case
separate the electron and ion channels in the power bal
analysis. This suggests that experiments with dominant e
tron heating~like the ones described in Ref. 22! are particu-
larly valuable in further testing the theoretical idea ofTe

profile stiffness caused by ETG modes and TEMs. The c
cal gradient formula for ETG modes derived here may b
useful tool in this context.

APPENDIX A: SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Most of the simulation parameters that were used for t
study are listed here, indexed by the figure in which they fi
appear. For each set of parameters, we used 3–7 valuesky

to find the growth rate spectrum, and evaluated this spect
for 3–5 values ofR/LTe

. For Figs. 1–2, 4–5, and 9–12, th
nominal core parameters were used, with the exception of
variations listed below. For Figs. 6–8, the nominal edge
rameters were used, with the exception of the variatio
listed below. Additional runs were carried out to investiga
ancillary issues. There are two curves in Fig. 10, for the t
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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different values ofR/LTi
; these are indicated in Table I b

11~a! and 11~b!. Approximately 3000 linearGS2 runs were
carried out in all.

APPENDIX B: MODES WITH FINITE BALLOONING
PARAMETER

As stated in Sec. II, the derivation of Eq.~7! is based on
the assumption that the fastest growing linear ETG mode
any givenky is characterized byu050 (kx50). Although
this is true under most circumstances, there are notable
ceptions. We checked the results underlying Eq.~7! when
u0Þ0 modes are allowed and found that for both large m
netic shear, 1.2& ŝ&2.5, or large safety factor,q*3, one
may indeed obtain lower values for (R/LTe

)crit ~see Figs. 18
and 19!. However, despite these changes, the fit formula
still a good approximation for the critical gradient. The r
sults corresponding to the scans int ~Fig. 1!, R/Ln ~Fig. 5!,
b ~Fig. 9!, and a ~Fig. 10! as well as the edge paramet
results~Figs. 6–8! are not affected byu0Þ0 modes.

FIG. 18. Dependence of the linear threshold (R/LTe
)crit , on magnetic shear

ŝ, for the nominal core parameters. Shown are the gyrokinetic results
modes withu050 ~solid line! andu0Þ0 ~squares! as well as the fit formula,
Eq. ~7! ~dashed line!.

TABLE I. Simulation parameter variations about the nominal core para
eters.

Fig. Parameter Values

1 t 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5,2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5
2 ŝ 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2, 2.5, 3

4 q 0.5, 0.55, 0.6, 0.65, 0.7, 0.8, 1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.2,
2.6, 3, 4

5 R/Ln 0, 0.5, 1.1, 1.6, 2.2, 2.7, 3.3, 3.8, 4.4, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.6, 7
8.8, 10

6 t 0, 1, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.25, 3.5, 3.75, 4, 4.5, 5
7 ŝ 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3

8 q 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10
9 b 0, 0.04, 0.08, 0.12, 0.16, 0.2
10 a 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 1, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6
11~a! mi /me 100, 130, 200, 300, 100, 1000
11~b! mi /me 100, 130, 200, 300, 100, 1000
12 neiR/v te 0.001, 0.0042, 0.01, 0.014, 0.028, 0.042, 0.071, 0.14

0.28, 1
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Increasing bothŝ andq at once~from ŝ50.8, q51.4 to
ŝ51.5, q52.4!, there is a synergetic effect in that the im
portance ofu0Þ0 modes is enhanced. Fore50, (R/LTe

)crit

drops from 6.0~at ky50.35 andu050! to 3.6 ~at ky50.35
andu051.2!, whereas the fit formula predicts an intermed
ate value of 5.1. Fortunately, this discrepancy is reduce
finite e. For example, fore51/6, (R/LTe

)crit drops from 4.4
~at ky50.15 andu050! to 3.5~at ky50.3 andu050.6!, with
the fit formula predicting 3.8.

One can come up with a simple picture of why the fi
modes to go unstable may haveu0Þ0. In the fluid theory
described in Chap. 1 of Ref. 23, marginal stability occurs

~R/LTe
!crit'^v* T /vd&52^@cosu1 ŝ~u2u0!sinu#&,

wheret51 and (R/Ln ,k're)→0; ^¯& denotes an averag
ing process over the mode stucture inu space. Let us assum
that we are in a parameter regime that allows for stro
ballooning. For ETG modes localized at the outer midpla
(u;u050) one thus gets (R/LTe

)crit;2, but for ETG modes
localized above or below the midplane (u;u0Þ0), the lin-
ear threshold can be lowered. In reality, the ETG modes
always have some finite extent alongu and average ove
different values of the right-hand side of the above equati
But for large values of the safety factor,q ~i.e., in the local
limit ! and at intermediate magnetic shear, 1& ŝ&q, they can
localize more easily~see the discussion in Sec. III A!. This
may lead to a reduction of (R/LTe

)crit as is observed in Figs
18 and 19.

APPENDIX C: COMPARISON WITH IFS–PPPL MODEL

The original IFS–PPPL model did not include any poin
evaluated ate50. This complicates the comparison of th
present database with the modified IFS–PPPL formula.
dashed line in Fig. 13 represents the prediction from
modified IFS–PPPL model, extrapolated back toe50 as fol-
lows.

or

FIG. 19. Dependence of the linear threshold (R/LTe
)crit , on the safety fac-

tor, q, for the nominal core parameters. Shown are the gyrokinetic res
for modes withu050 ~solid line! and u0Þ0 ~squares! as well as the fit
formula, Eq.~7! ~dashed line!.
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We defineX[(R/LTe
)crit , indicate the IFS–PPPL pre

diction as modified to describe the linear ETG threshold
XIP, and indicate the result from Eq.~6! by X* . With this
notation, Eq.~6! may be written

X* 5~121.5e!Xe50* .

Similarly, for ŝ;1, the modified IFS–PPPL formula is ap
proximately

XIP5~120.85e!Xe50
IP .

Assuming the formulas agree over the range ofe that was
used to generate the IFS–PPPL model is equivalent to as
ing that X* 5XIP holds in this range. Extrapolating back
wards from a typical value ofe50.2, we find

Xe50
IP 50.84Xe50* .

Together with the excellent fit in Fig. 12, this is the origin
the dashed line in Fig. 13. Clearly, it is only approximate
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